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Backyard Books: Are You a Bee? by Judy Allen with illustrations by Tudor Humphries shows

that--from the perspective of a honeybee--the backyard is a busy place. A young bee faces many

challenges as it takes its place in the hive and joins in the work of the bee community.
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This book grabs the children's attention right from the beginning. I used it along with Insect Lore's

Life Cycle Changes plastic "toy" to give a lesson to preschoolers through grade 2 on

metamorphosis. I couldn't have been more pleased with the results. Everyone present learned

something and the children loved the hands-on part as well.

This is a nice basic overview of the life cycle of bees and ties it in to beekeeping loosely near the

end by showing women beekeepers with their kids. There is no character development of any kind

here.Very short with fairly accurate pencil and watercolor illustrations.Also recommended: The

BeeMan by Laurie Krebs - a story that is more human-centric about a boy and his apiarist

grandfather.



I quite like the format of this book. It tells the story of bees by asking questions. At the end it turns

around to what a child is. The illustrations are terrific and the information is perfect for young

children to understand. I was so impressed that I bought numerous other books that are by the

same authors and done in the same format. They will work well in my classroom.

My 3-year-olds love buzzing in their bee pajamas and we're considering getting our own hive, so

needed a book to learn more about bees. Not sure about the kiddos, but I sure did! Great book,

simple descriptions, and great illustrations.

This is a good nonfiction book for kids. My 7 year old enjoyed watching the bees in our backyard

and this gave him a good explanation, at his level of understanding of what bees do. Highly

recommend.

This book is educational as well as interesting for toddlers who love bugs. My grandson has begun

a collection of these Backyard Books and loves for us to read it to him over and over again. It also

adds to his interest in "the real thing."

Great illustrations and easy to read and understand for a young child. My 5 yr. old grand-daughter

asked for a book about bees and this will be perfect. It seems full of facts to satisfy her curiosity

without being so wordy she will get bored.

We have 2 others translated to Hebrew (snail, ladybug) and we loved them so much I have decided

to get more, even though in English. My daughter is 2 yo and loves it, and even I learned a thing or

two from these books!
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